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CWNP® to Exhibit at Ruckus Big Dogs 2016 in Berlin from April 6-8
Accelerating Your Business in the WLAN Market
BERLIN, GERMANY – March 28, 2016 – Organized by Ruckus Wireless, Big Dogs, is a 2 ½ day
invitation-only event for the Ruckus’s top partners. The event is organized to help the partners boost
their professional growth and association. Each year, the conference attracts hundreds of distributors,
program partners, vendors, and service providers.
This is a premier knowledge event, held at the andel’s Berlin Hotel in Berlin, Germany, from April 68, 2016. The event allows attendees to meet Ruckus’s representatives to gain understanding and
insights of the solutions and strategies provided by the company.
As a preferred Ruckus Wireless partner, providing training to their employees and the reseller
community, CWNP is honored to attend the Big Dogs conference.
Renzo Conserva, Americas Training Manager of CWNP, will be in attendance, representing CWNP at
the event. “The Big Dogs conferences are regarded as an event full of engaging sessions, presentations
and activities. I’m excited to be a part of this event and to get insight into Ruckus’ partner enablement
activities.” says Conserva.
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ABOUT CERTIFIED WIRELESS NETWORK PROFESSIONAL (CWNP):
CWNP is the recognized industry standard for enterprise Wi-Fi certification and training. Its certifications
cover the full range of technologies underlying all enterprise WLAN products. CWNP offers four levels of
enterprise Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) certification and prepares IT professionals to specify,
design and manage wireless LAN systems regardless of the vendor solution utilized. CWNP has customers
in more than 150 countries and authorized training partners in all major global theaters. For more
information about CWNP, visit http://www.cwnp.com/.
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